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1. Introduction

In 1993 Robert Shiller forcefully argued for the creation of a new set of
securities tied to the future path of the macroeconomy. He argued that
existing equity markets represent future claims on only a small frac-
tion of future income, and that active "macro markets" would allow
for more effective risk allocation, allowing individuals to insure them-
selves against many macroeconomic risks.

In October 2002, Goldman Sachs and Deutsche Bank set up the first
markets tied directly to macroeconomic outcomes; they call these prod-
ucts "Economic Derivatives." These new markets allow investors to pur-
chase options whose payoff depends on growth in non-farm payrolls,
retail sales, levels of the Institute for Supply Management's manufac-
turing diffusion index, initial unemployment claims, and the Euro-area
harmonized CPI. New U.S.-based markets have recently been created
for GDP and the international trade balance, and plans are underway
for securities on U.S. CPI.1

In this market "digital" or "binary" options are traded, allowing trad-
ers to take a position on whether economic data will fall in specified
ranges, thereby providing market-based measures of investors' beliefs
about the likelihoods of different outcomes. That is, the option prices
can be used to construct a risk-neutral probability density function for
each data release. Until the introduction of these Economic Derivatives
such information was unavailable and probabilistic or density forecasts
still remain quite rare.

We now have data for the first IVi years of this market, and use these
to provide an initial analysis. Given that we have only 153 data releases,
many of our results will be suggestive. To preview our findings, in sec-
tion 3 we find that central tendencies of market-based forecasts are very
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similar to, but more accurate than surveys. Further, financial market
responses to data releases are also better captured by surprises mea-
sured with respect to market-based expectations than survey-based
expectations, again suggesting that they better capture investor expec-
tations. Some behavioral anomalies evident in survey-based expecta-
tions—such as forecastable forecast errors—are notably absent from
market-based forecasts.

The Economic Derivatives market prices options on many different
outcomes, allowing us to assess forecasts of a full probability distribu-
tion. In section 4 we compare the dispersion of the option- and sur-
vey-based distributions, and exploit the unique feature of our data that
allows us to address the distinction between disagreement and uncer-
tainty. Distributions of survey responses are measures of disagreement,
or heterogeneity of beliefs, across respondents. Measuring uncertainty
requires knowing how much probability agents attribute to outcomes
away from the mean expectation and economic derivatives prices at dif-
ferent strikes provide exactly that information. Although there appears
to be some correlation between disagreement and uncertainty, we find
that on a release-by-release basis disagreement is not a good proxy for
uncertainty. The time series of market-based measures of uncertainty
also provides some evidence in favor of the view that (at least mar-
ket participants believe that) non-farm payrolls and retail sales follow
GARCH-like processes. In section 5 we move beyond the first and sec-
ond moments of the distribution, analyzing the efficacy of these option
prices as density forecasts.

While most of our analysis proceeds as if market-prices correspond
one-for-one with probabilities, in section 6 we ask whether it is rea-
sonable to expect risk aversion to drive a wedge between prices and
probabilities. We find that the risk premium is in most cases sufficiently
small that it can be ignored for many applications. Finally, we investi-
gate the extent to which pricing of Economic Derivatives can provide
an informative estimate of the degree of risk aversion of investors.

We view part of our contribution as simply introducing these fasci-
nating data to the research community and thus in the next section we
provide some institutional background on the details of the contracts
traded, and on the market clearing mechanism.

2. The Market for Economic Derivatives

The institutional features of these new macro markets are worthy of
some comment. Economic Derivatives are securities with payoffs based
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on macroeconomic data releases. Non-farm payrolls options, for exam-
ple, settle when the employment report is released and the payrolls
number is known.

The standard instruments traded are a series of digital (binary)
options. The digital call (put) options pay $1 if the release is above
(below) the strike. Typically around 10-20 different options are traded,
each at different strike prices. Both puts and calls are traded for each
data release. For transparency we will focus on the price of a "digital
range"—a contract paying $1 if the announced economic number lies
between two adjacent strike prices. Other types of options, such as digi-
tal puts and calls, capped vanilla options and forwards, are also traded
in these markets. Each of these can be expressed as portfolios of digital
ranges and are priced as such.

Figure 1 shows the prices of digital ranges from the May 12,2005 auc-
tion (more on auctions below) which traded on what the monthly per-
centage change in retail sales (excluding autos) in April 2005 would be.
The data was released later in the same day. Assuming risk-neutrality
(which we will assume and defend in section 6), this histogram corre-
sponds to the forecast probability distribution of the possible outcomes
of this release. The mean of the distribution, the market's expectation,

An Example: Price of Digital Options
Auction on Retail Trade Release for April 2005; Held May 12,2005

.H 094 .092
.087 .085

Figure 1
State-price distribution for the April 2005 retail sales release
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was 0.72 percent, compared to the mean survey forecast of 0.5 percent.
In the event, the released value came in at 1.07 percent, closer to the
market-implied expectation. Assuming that probability is distributed
uniformly within each bin, these market prices suggest that investors
attributed about a 22 percent probability to the release coming in as
high or higher. The major novelty of the economic derivatives market is
that it allows the calculation of this implied probability.

While most financial markets operate as a continuous double auc-
tion, the market for economic derivatives is run as a series of occasional
auctions, reflecting an attempt to maximize liquidity.2 The auction
mechanism is also noteworthy as it is a pari-mutuel system. That is,
for a given strike price all "bets" (puts and calls) that the specified
outcome either will or will not occur are pooled; this pool is then
distributed to the winners in proportion to the size of their bet (the
number of options purchased).3 As such, the equilibrium price of these
binary options is not known at the time the orders are made; indeed,
it is only known when the last trade has occurred. Throughout
the auction period (usually an hour) indicative price estimates are
posted, reflecting what the price would be were no more orders to be
made.

The use of pari-mutuel systems is unusual in financial markets, but
common in horse race betting. Eisenberg and Gale (1959) provide use-
ful results on the existence and uniqueness of equilibrium in such set-
tings. The one important difference of this auction mechanism from
horse race betting is that in the Economic Derivatives market it is pos-
sible to enter limit orders. This yields the possibility of multiple equilib-
ria, which is resolved by an auction-clearing algorithm that chooses the
equilibrium price vector that maximizes total trades.4 As in traditional
Dutch auctions, all trades (at a given strike) that take place are executed
at the same price, regardless of the limit price.

This pari-mutuel mechanism is useful because it expands the num-
ber of ways to match buyers with sellers. While traders can be matched
if one buyer's demand for calls matches another trader's demand for
puts, the system does not require this. The horse track betting anal-
ogy is useful: even if nobody "sells" a given horse, as long as people
bet on different horses the betting market clears. Similarly, buying a
given digital range can be thought of as shorting all other outcomes
and therefore having investors bidding at different strikes allows the
pari-mutuel algorithm to clear the market and generate much greater
volume.
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In the economic derivatives market, option payoffs are determined
with reference to a particular data release. Thus the payoff is based on,
for example, the initial BLS estimate of growth in non-farm payrolls,
rather than the best estimate of the statistical agencies (which will be
subject to revision for years to come). In this sense these options pro-
vide hedges against event risk, where the events are data releases.

The events/auctions that are covered in the empirical analysis of
this paper are growth of non-farm payrolls, the Institute for Supply
Management manufacturing diffusion index (a measure of business
confidence), change in retail sales ex-autos, and initial jobless claims.
Options on GDP and trade balance releases commenced subsequent to
our data collection efforts. Options on the Eurozone Harmonized Index
of Consumer Prices also exist, but unfortunately we lack the high fre-
quency financial market data for European securities required to ana-
lyze these data. Of the four markets that we do analyze, the non-farm
payrolls market is the most liquid; business confidence and retail sales
markets have liquidity comparable to each other but are less liquid. Ini-
tial claims options are the least liquid, however because this is a weekly
release we have the largest number of observations in this market.5

Typically these auctions have taken place in the morning of the data
release and they were sometimes preceded by another auction on the
same release one or two days prior (non-farm payrolls auctions are held
on both the morning the data are released and one day before).67 Thus
economic derivatives provide hedging opportunities against only very
high frequency movements—event risk—and really cannot be said to
provide the sorts of business cycle frequency risk-sharing opportunities
envisioned by Shiller (1993). We return to a more careful assessment of
the role of risk in these markets in section 6. But first we focus on the
uses of market prices as forecasts.

3. The Accuracy of Market-based Forecasts

We begin by comparing forecasts generated by the Economic Deriva-
tives market with an alternative information aggregator, the "survey
forecast" released by Money Market Services (MMS) on the Friday
before a data release.8 Specifically, we compare the mean forecast from
each mechanism, although our results are insensitive to the choice of
mean versus median forecasts. For the MMS forecast, the "consensus"
forecast typically averages across around 30 forecasters. For the mar-
ket-based forecast, we aggregate across the distribution of outcomes
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and calculate the distribution's mean assuming that the probability dis-
tribution is uniform within each bin (boundaries of bins are defined
by adjacent strikes).9 As such, we implicitly assume that the price of a
digital option is equal to the average belief that the specified outcome
occurs. Wolfers and Zitzewitz (2005) discuss the relationship between
prediction market prices and beliefs. We return to this issue in later
sections, showing that ignoring risk aversion does very little violence
to the data.

Figure 2 shows the relative forecasting performance of the survey-
and market-based forecasts. Visual inspection suggests that the mar-
ket-based forecast mildly dominates the survey forecast, a fact verified
formally in Table 1.

Table 1 examines two specific measures of forecast accuracy: the mean
absolute error and the root mean squared error, contrasting the per-
formance of the Economic Derivatives market and the survey respon-
dents. Each column reports these summary statistics for a different data
series. In order to provide some comparability of magnitudes across
columns we normalize the scale of each by dividing our measures of
forecast errors by the historical standard deviation of survey forecast

Comparing Forecast Performance
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Table 1
Comparing the accuracy of mean forecasts

Economic derivatives

Survey

Economic derivatives

Survey

Non-farm
payrolls

Business Retail
confidence sales
(ISM) (ex autos)

Panel A: Mean Absolute Error

0.723
(.097)

0.743
(.098)

0.498
(.090)

0.585
(.093)

0.919
(.123)

0.972
(.151)

Panel B: Root Mean Squared Error

0.907
(.240)

0.929
(.268)

0.694
(.257)

0.770
(.296)

1.106
(.262)

1.229
(.364)

Initial
unemployment Pooled
claims

0.645
(.061)

0.665
(.063)

0.808
(.126)

0.831
(.130)

Panel C: Correlation of Forecast with Actual Outcomes

Economic derivatives

Survey

Actual t = a+ P'

Economic derivatives

Survey

Adjusted R2

Sample size
(Oct. 2002-Jul. 2005)

0.700
(.126)

0.677
(.130)

0.968
(.047)

0.961
(.052)

0.653
(.151)

0.544
(.168)

0.433
(.114)

0.361
(.117)

Panel D: Horse Race Regression (Fair-Shiller)

* Economic Derivativest + y*

1.06
(0.78)

-0.14
(0.89)

0.46

33

0.91**
(.37)

0.17
(.38)

0.93

30

Survey Forecastt (

1.99**
(.79)

-1.03
(1.10)

0.40

26

data

0.680
(.044)

0.719
(.046)

0.868
(.102)

0.921
(.124)

0.631
(.063)

0.576
(.066)

+survey fixed effects)

1.64***
(.60)

-1.21*
(.68)

.20

64

1.25***
(.29)

-0.24
(•30)

.99

153

Notes: Forecast errors normalized by historical standard error of survey-based forecasts.
(Standard errors in parentheses.) **!*, **, and * denote statistically significant regression
coefficients at 1 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent, respectively.

errors over an earlier period.10 Thus, the units in the table can be read as
measures of forecast errors relative to an historical norm. This scaling
makes the magnitudes sufficiently comparable that we can pool our
observations across data series in the final column.

Comparing the two rows of Panel A shows that the market-based
forecasts errors were on average smaller than the survey forecasts for
all four data series. To interpret the magnitudes, start by noting that
in all cases the estimates are less than one, implying that both sets of
forecasts were more accurate than the survey forecast had been over
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the pre-2002 period. Beyond this, the improvements in forecast accu-
racy are meaningful, if not huge. For instance, pooling all of the data
shows that relying on market-based forecasts rather than survey fore-
casts would have reduced the size of forecast errors by 0.04, which by
virtue of the scaling is equivalent to 5Vi percent of the average forecast
error over the preceding decade. While meaningful, this reduction is
not statistically significant. Panel B shows that analyzing the root mean
squared error yields roughly similar results. In Panel C we compare
the correlation of each forecast with actual outcomes. (Naturally these
correlations can also be interpreted as the coefficient from a regression
of standardized values of the outcome on standardized values of the
forecast.) Each of these coefficients is statistically significant, suggest-
ing that each forecast has substantial unconditional forecasting power.
Even so, the market-based forecast is more highly correlated with out-
comes than the consensus forecast for all four data series.

Panel D turns to a regression-based test of the information content
of each forecast following Fair and Shiller (1990). Naturally there is
substantial collinearity, as the market- and consensus-based forecasts
are quite similar. Even so, we find rather compelling results. A coef-
ficient of unity for the market-based forecast cannot be rejected for any
of the indicators. By contrast, conditioning on the market-based
forecast renders the survey forecast uninformative, and in three of
four cases the survey-based forecast is not statistically different from
zero and in the one case in which it is significant, it has a perverse
negative coefficient. In the final column we pool the forecasts to
obtain more precise estimates and again the market-based forecast
dominates, and this difference is both statistically and economically
significant.

These findings are probably partly due to the fact that the economic
derivatives auction occurs on the morning of the data release, while
the survey takes place up to a week before. Thus, option prices incor-
porate more information than was available to survey respondents. In
an attempt to partly ameliorate this information advantage, we also re-
ran our regressions in Panel D, controlling for two indicators of recent
economic news: the change in equity prices and bond yields between
the market close on the night prior to the release of the survey data to
the night before the economic derivatives auction. These indicators for
the release of relevant news were typically insignificant, and our main
conclusions were not much altered by this control.

It seems likely that the improved performance is due to the market
effectively weighting a greater number of opinions, or more effective
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information aggregation as market participants are likely more careful
when putting their money where their mouth is.

We next ask which forecast aggregator better predicts the finan-
cial market reactions to the release of economic statistics. Or alterna-
tively phrased, we ask: which forecast best embeds the forecasts of the
equity and bond markets? In Figures 3A and 3B we show the short-
term change in the S&P500 and the 10-year Treasury note yield
that result from the release of economic news. The solid dots mea-
sure the innovation as the deviation of the announced economic
statistic from the economic derivatives forecast, while the hollow
squares represent the innovation as the deviation from the consensus
forecast.

Table 2 formalizes the comparisons in Figures 3A and 3B. Specifically,
we run regressions of the form:

Economic Derivs \AFinancial variablet = a +(5*(Actualt - Forecast^

+ y*(Actualt -Forecastfurvey).

We measure changes in stock and Treasury markets around a tight
window, comparing financial market quotes five minutes prior to the
data release to 25 minutes after the event.11 We analyze changes in
implied Treasury yields, rather than changes in their prices, and report
these changes in basis points; the stock market response is reported as
percentage change. As before, we rescale our forecast error variables
so that the estimates can be interpreted as the effect of a one-standard
deviation forecast error.

Several patterns emerge in these data. First, comparing columns sug-
gests that the non-farm payrolls release has the largest effect on finan-
cial markets; retail trade and business confidence are also important,
but the weekly initial claims data rarely moves markets by much. Com-
paring panels shows that the yields on longer-dated securities more
reliably and more forcefully respond to the release of these economic
statistics than do yields on short-term Treasury bills. It is likely that
short-term interest rate expectations have been strongly anchored by
Federal Reserve statements recently, reducing the sensitivity of short-
term yields to data release surprises. The stock market also responds
quite vigorously to non-farm payrolls.12 Lastly, comparing rows within
each panel, financial markets appear to respond to economic data to
the extent that they differ from the Economic Derivatives forecast;
conditioning on this, the survey forecast has no statistically significant
explanatory power in any individual regression.
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Equity Market Responses to Economic Statistics
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To maximize our ability to test the joint significance across columns,
we pool our data across all four economic series and run:

^Financial variablet = J a
s
 + P*{Actual$ t - Forecastf°nsensus)

se Economic series

+ ys * (Actuals t - Forecast^).

The final column of Table 2 reports the joint statistical significance
of the fis and the y's, respectively. These joint tests clearly show that
financial markets respond to the innovation as measured relative to the
Economic Derivatives forecast and conditional on this, appear not to
respond to the deviation of the data from the survey forecast.

In sum, Tables 1 and 2 establish that the Economic Derivatives fore-
cast dominates the survey forecast (although survey forecasts per-
form quite well) both in predicting outcomes and in predicting market
responses to economic news. Many previous papers have demonstrated
that professional forecasters exhibit a range of predictable pathologies.
For instance, Mankiw, Reis, and Wolfers (2003) analyze data on infla-
tion expectations from the Survey of Professional Forecasters and the
Livingstone Survey, finding that the median forecast yielded errors that
were predictable based on recent economic developments, past forecast
errors, or even the forecast itself. Were similar results to persist in the
Economic Derivatives market, these predictable forecast errors would
yield profitable trading opportunities.

In Table 3 we repeat many of the tests in that earlier literature, ask-
ing whether forecast errors are predictable based on a long-run bias
(Panel A), on information in the forecast itself (Panel B), on previous
forecast errors (Panel C), or on recent economic news (Panel D). We test
the efficiency of the survey forecast and the Economic Derivatives fore-
casts separately, thus each cell in the table represents a separate regres-
sion. As before, we rescale the forecast errors by the historical standard
deviation of the survey forecast errors for each indicator.

Each regression in Table 3 asks whether forecast errors are predict-
able; each panel tests different sets of predictors, and each column
performs the test for a different economic indicator. The final column
provides a joint F-test that the forecast errors are not predictable, aggre-
gating across all four economic indicators in each row. In each suc-
ceeding panel we ask whether each forecast yields predictable on the
basis of a simple constant term (Panel A), information in the forecast
itself (Panel B), based on the forecast error from the previous month
(Panel C), or based on recent economic information (Panel D).13 Only
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Table 2
Predicting market responses to economic statistics

Non- Business Retail Initial Joint
farm confidence sales unemployment significance
payrolls (ISM) (ex autos) claims (F-test)

AFinancial variablet = a + [5* (Actualt - Forecastfa *) + y* {Actualt- Forecast^)

Economic derivatives

Survey

Economic derivatives

Survey

Economic derivatives

Survey

Economic derivatives

Survey

Economic derivatives

Survey

Economic derivatives

Survey

Panel A: 3 Month Treasury Bill

4.41**
(1.71)

-2.50
(1.66)

0.428
(.434)

-0.166
(.396)

-0.094
(.491)

0.067
(.442)

Panel B: 6 Month Treasury Bill

6.21**
(2.40)

-3.47
(2.33)

1.034
(.786)

-0.483
(.769)

0.221
(.751)

-0.054
(.675)

Panel C: 2 Year Treasury Note

12.61**
(6.04)

-2.50
(5.87)

3.96*
(1.98)

-1.71
(1.79)

2.60
(2.16)

-1.73
(1.94)

Panel D: 5 Year Treasury Note

14.94**
(6.39)

-3.90
(6.21)

5.54**
(2.07)

-2.56
(1.86)

3.66
(2.44)

-2.53
(2.19)

Panel E: 10 Year Treasury Note

10.40*
(5.22)

-1.64
(5.07)

0.888**
(.386)

-0.514
(.375)

5.09**
(1.90)

-2.53
(1.71)

3.37
(2.04)

-2.36
(1.83)

Panel F: S&P 500

0.575**
(.226)

-0.466**
(.204)

0.434*
(.252)

-0.367
(.227)

-0.087
(.601)

-0.123
(.585)

-1.294
(.785)

0.976
(.764)

-1.40
(1.15)

0.42
(1.11)

-3.17**
(1.22)

2.06*
(1.19)

-2.12*
(1.12)

1.22
(1.09)

-.106
(.084)

0.092
(.082)

p=.0006

p=.1374

p=.OOO4

p=.1184

p=.0016

p=.7841

p=.0001

p=.4254

p=.0007

p=.4955

p=.0001

p=.0058

Notes: Dependent variables normalized by historical standard error of survey-based forecasts.
(Standard errors in parentheses) ***, **, and * denote statistically significant at 1 percent, 5 per-
cent, and 10 percent.
For sample size, see Table 1.



Table 3
Tests of forecast efficiency

Non-
farm
payrolls

Economic derivatives -0.29*
(.15)

Survey -0.29*
(.16)

Business
confidence
(ISM)

Retail
sales
(ex autos)

Panel A: Bias
Forecast error\

-0.03
(.13)

-0.06
(.14)

, =a

0.04
(.22)

0.03
(.25)

Panel B: Internal Efficiency
Forecast errort = a + P*Forecastt

[Square brackets shows test a=j8=0]

Economic derivatives -0.049
(.174)
[p=.161]

Survey 0.043
(.204)
[p=.196]

-0.078
(.053)
[p=.345]

0.095
(.059)
[p=.273]

-0.309
(.310)
[p=.6O4]

0.512
(.476)
[p=.564]

Panel C: Autocorrelation
Forecast errort - a + p*Forecast error(_

Economic derivatives -0.091
(.183)

Survey -0.078
(.183)

-0.008
(.191)

0.142
(.190)

-0.383*
(.188)

-0.500**
(.180)

Panel D: Information Efficiency

Initial
unemployment
claims

-0.04
(.10)

0.05
(.10)

-0.371**
(.167)
[p=.O31]

-0.398**
(.197)
[p=.127]

0.002
(.128)

-0.074
(.128)

Forecast error t = a + P*Slope of yield curve t l + fAS&P 500M t_w

[Square brackets shows test p=y=0]

Economic derivatives y3=-0.100
(.229)
p0.051
(.060)
[p=.64O]

Survey ^-0.031
(.237)
7=0.046
(.063)
[p=.759]

P =0.287
(.186)
7=-0.039
(.054)
[p=.241]

P =0.390*
(.201)
7=-0.043
(.059)
[p=.127]

P =0.078
(.322)
7=-0.073
(.094)
[p=.735]

p =0.132
(.359)
y=-0.076
(.105)
[p=.737]

P =0.102
(.121)
7=-0.012
(.053)
[p=.677]

P =0.137
(.123)
y=-0.018
(.054)
[p=.5O2]

Joint
significance
(F-test)

p=.419

p=.371

p=.182

p=.173

p=.186

p=.O16

p=.800

p=.672

Panel E: Joint Test of All Predictors (p-value of joint significance)
Forecast error t = a + p*Survey Forecast ( + P*Market Forecast ( + P*Forecast errorM

+ p*Slope of yield curve^ + p*AS&P 500H (10

Economic derivatives p=.900 p=.129 p=.228 p=.O15 p=.O664

Survey p=.625 p=.O36 p=.O17 p=.004 p=.0003

Notes: Each cell represents a separate regression.
Dependent variables normalized by historical standard deviation of survey-based forecasts.
(Standard errors in parentheses) ***, ** and * denote statistically significant at 1 percent, 5 per-
cent, and 10 percent.
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Panel C seems to show evidence of behavioral biases, with the survey-
based forecast yielding significantly negatively autocorrelated forecast
errors, particularly for retail sales. Equally we should not overstate this
result: while we cannot reject a null that market-based forecasts are effi-
cient, we also cannot reject a null that they show the same pattern of
predictable forecast errors as the survey-based forecasts.

Finally in Panel E we combine each of the above tests, testing whether
forecast errors are predictable based on the full set of possible predictors
(including both the market- and survey-based forecasts themselves).
On this score the superior performance of the market-based forecasts
is much more evident. The survey-based forecasts yield predictable
forecast errors for three of the four statistical series; not surprisingly,
the survey does best on non-farm payrolls, which is the most closely
watched of these numbers. The market-based forecasts show no such
anomalies except in the case of initial claims, which is easily the least
liquid of these markets. Overall these results confirm the results in the
earlier behavioral literature documenting anomalies in survey-based
forecasts. Equally, they suggest that such inefficiencies are either absent,
or harder to find in market-based forecasts.

This section compared the mean forecast from surveys and eco-
nomic derivatives, with the basic finding that while surveys do well
(despite some behavioral anomalies), markets do somewhat better in
forecasting. If one is only interested in forecasting the mean, using sur-
veys might suffice; however, Economic Derivatives provide a lot more
information than just the mean forecast. Observing that the mean of
the market-based probability distribution "works" the way it should is
comforting and holds promise for the information content of the higher
moments of the distribution, the subject of the next section.

4. Disagreement and Uncertainty

We now turn to analyzing the standard deviation of the state-price
distribution. We will refer to this standard deviation as "uncertainty,"
reflecting the fact that this is the implied standard error of the mean
forecast. Table 4 compares the market's average assessment of uncer-
tainty with the realized root-mean-squared error of both the market-
and survey-based forecasts over the same period. These results suggest
that the market-based measure of uncertainty is reasonably well cali-
brated. We also include a third comparison: estimates by the official
statistical agencies of the standard error of their measurements of these
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Table 4
Expectations and realizations of forecast accuracy

RMSE of Forecasts
(or standard deviation
of forecast error)

Expectations

Market-implied
standard deviation

Realizations

SD of market forecast
errors

SD of survey forecast
errors

Sampling error

Standard error of
official estimate

Note: For estimates of the
Zitzewitz (2004, p. 115).

Non-farm
payrolls

96.1

100.7

103.7

81.5

Business
confidence
(ISM)

2.01

1.40

1.55

n.a.

Retail
sales
(ex autos)

0.44

0.42

0.46

0.5

standard errors of the official estimates,

Initial
unemployment
claims

12.5

15.1

15.5

n.a.

see Wolfers and

economic statistics, where available. Market expectations of the RMSE
of forecast errors are only slightly larger than sampling error in the case
of non-farm payrolls, and slightly smaller in the case of retail sales.

Explicit measures of uncertainty are rare in macroeconomics, so
we compare this market-based measure with the standard deviation
of point forecasts across forecasters, and following Mankiw, Reis, and
Wolfers (2003), we refer to the latter as "disagreement." The (previous)
absence of useful data on uncertainty had led many researchers to ana-
lyze data on disagreement as a proxy for uncertainty. To date there has
been very little research validating this approach, and indeed the only
other measure of uncertainty we are aware of (from the Survey of Pro-
fessional Forecasters) shows only weak comovement with measures of
disagreement (Llambros and Zarnowitz 1987).

Figure 4 shows results consistent with Llambros and Zarnowitz: dis-
agreement and uncertainty comove, but the correlation is not strong.
The obvious difference in the levels is due to the fact that central expec-
tations of respondents are close to each other even when each respon-
dent is uncertain of their estimate.

In Table 5 we analyze these relationships a little more formally,
regressing uncertainty against disagreement. Panel A shows that there
is a statistically significant positive correlation between disagreement
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Disagreement and Uncertainty

Business Confidence (ISM) Initial Unemployment Claims

Retail Sales (ex Autos)

7/02 7/03 7/04 7/05 7/02
Date of Data Release

7/03 7/04 7/05

Uncertainty: Standard Deviation of Market-Based PDF
Disagreement: Standard Deviation of Estimates Among MMS Forecasters

Dashed lines show 5-period centered moving averages

Figure 4
Disagreement and uncertainty

and uncertainty for all series except ISM. The final column shows the
joint significance of the coefficients on disagreement, suggesting that
the contemporaneous relationship is quite strong. Indeed, Chris Car-
roll has suggested that one can interpret these regressions as the first
stage of a split-sample IV strategy, allowing researchers to employ dis-
agreement as a proxy for uncertainty in another dataset. This, of course,
depends on how high an R2 one views as sufficient in the first stage
regression.

Panel B of this table carries out a similar exercise focusing on lower-
frequency variation. In this case, disagreement and uncertainty are still
correlated but this correlation is substantially weaker. The 5-period
moving average of disagreement is a significant explanator of the 5-
period moving average of uncertainty only for retail sales and initial
claims. (Even this overstates the strength of the relationship, as we do
not correct the standard errors for the autocorrelation generated by
smoothing.) Jointly testing the significance across all four indicators
we find that the relationship between low frequency variation in dis-
agreement and uncertainty is not statistically significant, and the R2s
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Table 5
Disagreement and uncertainty

Disagreement

Constant

Adjusted R2

Non-
farm
payrolls

Business Retail
confidence sales
(ISM) (ex autos)

Initial
unemployment
claims

Panel A: Contemporaneous Relationship
Uncertainty t = a + ^Disagreement f

0.66**
(.29)

73.6
(10.39)

0.11

-0.03 0.44**
(.12) (.16)

2.04 0.36
(.134) (.03)

-0.03 0.20

0.27***
(.07)

10.86
(.47)

0.17

Joint
Significance
(F-test)

p=.0002

Panel B: Low Frequency - 5 Period Centered Moving Averages

Disagreement

Constant

Adjusted R2

Smoothed Uncertaintyt = a + (^Smoothed Disagreementt

0.55
(.47)

77.7
(16.8)

0.01

Notes: (Standard errors in

0.10 0.65**
(.10) (.24)

1.89 0.32
(.11) (.05)

-0.002 0.23

parentheses) ***, **, and *
1 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent.

0.32***
(.06)

10.5
(.37)

0.32

denote statistically

p=.1498

significant at

of these regressions are again sufficiently low and varied as to caution
that disagreement might be a poor proxy for uncertainty in empirical
applications.

Having demonstrated fairly substantial time series variation in
uncertainty (albeit over a short period) naturally raises the question:
What drives movements in uncertainty?

In Panel A of Table 6 we look to see whether any of the variation is
explained by movements in expected volatility of equity markets. That
is, our regressors include the closing price of CBOE's VIX index on the
day prior to the economic derivatives auction, as well as the closing
price one and two months prior (for the initial claims, these lags refer
to one and two weeks earlier). As in Tables 1-3, we rescale the uncer-
tainty measure by the standard deviation of historical forecast errors
to allow some comparability across columns. Panel A shows that
for all four indicators the contemporaneous values of the implied
volatility index is uncorrelated with uncertainty about forthcoming
economic data. While a couple of specific lags are statistically signifi-
cant, they suggest a somewhat perverse negative correlation between



Table 6
Modeling uncertainty

Non-farm
payrolls

Business confidence
(ISM)

Retail sales
(ex autos)

Initial
claims

Panel A: Uncertainty and Expected Volatility
Uncertainty t = a + fi*VIXt + P2*VIXtl + P*VIXt2

vixt

V I X t -2

Joint sig?

Adjusted R2

0.76
(.95)

-1.93**
(.86)

0.23
(.80)

p=0.02

0.21

Uncertainty t = a + P1

Uncertaintyt x

Uncertaintyt 2

Uncertainty 13

Joint sig?

Adjusted R2

0.34*
(.19)

0.37*
(.19)

-0.12
(.19)

p=0.02

0.24

0.41
(.72)

0.79
(.69)

-1.01*
(.57)

p=0.31

0.02
Panel B: Persistence

Uncertainty(1 + ̂ Uncertainty t2

0.24
(.19)

-0.26
(.20)

0.11
(.19)

p=0.45

-0.01

0.04
(1.07)

1.15
(1.27)

-0.93
(.98)

p=0.73

-0.07

+ P3*Uncertaintyt 3

0.43*
(.23)

0.14
(.23)

-0.13
(.21)

p=0.14

0.12

0.10
(.86)

-0.44
(1.04)

-0.22
(.85)

p=0.80

-0.03

0.20
(.13)

0.01
(.13)

-0.24*
(.13)

p=0.10

0.06

Panel C: Pseudo-GARCH Model
Uncertainty t = a + ̂ Uncertaintyr

M + ^Uncertainty t2 + ^Uncertaintyt_
+ y*¥orecast ErrortJ + y2*Forecast Error tJ + y*Forecast ErrorfJ

Uncertainty t }

Uncertainty 12

Uncertainty t

Joint sig?

F'cast errort
 2

F'cast errort 2
2

F'cast e r ror^

Joint sig?

Adjusted R2

n[PanelA,B/C]

0.37*
(.21)

0.38
(.22)

-0.13
(.19)

p=0.01

0.05**
(.02)

0.02
(.02)

-0.01
(.02)

p-0.05

0.38

[33,30]

0.21
(.22)

-0.12
(.23)

0.05
(.20)

p=0.82

0.02
(.02)

-0.02
(.02)

-0.00
(0.02)

p=0.41

-0.009

[30,27]

0.47*
(.25)

-0.10
(.25)

0.12
(.24)

p=0.28

0.05**
(.03)

-0.03
(.03)

-0.00
(.02)

p=0.21

0.21

[26,23]

0.16
(.13)

0.02
(.13)

-0.20
(.12)

p=0.26

0.03**
(.01)

0.01
(.01)

-0.00
(.01)

p=0.11

0.11

[64,61]

Notes: (Standard errors in parentheses) ***, **, and * denote statistically significant at 1 per-
cent, 5 percent, and 10 percent. VIXt refers to the close of CBOE's VIX index on the day prior
to the auction. VIXt_t refers to the day prior to the previous data release. Uncertaintyt_x

refers to the standard deviation of the state price distribution for the previous data release
in that series. All of the uncertainty measures are rescaled by the historical standard devia-
tion of forecast errors for that series.
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uncertainty and expected volatility in the stock market. This lack of
correlation likely suggests that uncertainty is usually not about the fun-
damental state of the economy but about the particular data release—
perhaps because the seasonal factors are sometimes more difficult to
forecast.

Panel B also examines the persistence of uncertainty, and uncertainty
about non-farm payrolls and retail sales appears to show some degree
of persistence. Finally Panel C jointly tests whether uncertainty is a
product of both past uncertainty and past realizations, as posited in
GARCH models. Market assessments of the uncertainty in non-farm
payrolls, retail sales, and initial claims appears to be well-described by
these variables, although we find no such evidence for ISM.14 Finally
we ask whether these market-based measures of uncertainty actually
predict the extent of forecast errors.

Figure 5 seems to suggest that uncertainty is not strongly related to
larger (absolute) forecast errors (note that these forecast errors are stan-
dardized by their historical standard errors). We perform a more formal
test in Table 7. If the uncertainty measure is appropriately calibrated,
we should expect to see a coefficient of one in the regression of absolute
forecast errors on uncertainty.

Uncertainty and Forecast Errors
Business Confidence (ISM) Initial Unemployment Claims
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Figure 5
Uncertainty and forecast errors
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Table 7
Uncertainty and forecast errors

Joint
Non-farm Business Retail trade Initial Significance
payrolls confidence (ex autos) claims (F-test)

Absolute Forecast Error( = a + {^Uncertainty(

Uncertainty (/3) -0.65 1.27 1.16 0.31 p=0.26
(0.64) (1.08) (0.80) (.77)

Test:/^0 p=0.32 p=0.25 p=0.16 p=0.69
(No information)

Tesfc£=l p=0.02 p=0.81 p=0.84 p=0.37 p=0.09
(Efficient forecast)

Notes: (Standard errors in parentheses)
***, **, and * denote statistically significant at 1 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent, respec-
tively.
Forecast errors normalized by historical standard error of survey-based forecasts.

Overall Table 7 suggests that these tests have very little power. In
no individual case is the absolute forecast error significantly correlated
with the market-based measure of uncertainty. The final column pools
the data, again finding no evidence of a significant correlation. That is,
the data cannot reject the null that there is no information in the time
series variation in market-based uncertainty that helps predict time
series variation in forecast errors. On the other hand, the estimates are
imprecise enough that, as the second row shows, we cannot reject a
coefficient of unity for three out of the four series either.

Of course the object of interest in these regressions—the standard
deviation of the state price distribution—is a summary statistic from a
much richer set of digital options or density forecasts, and so we will
obtain greater power in the next section as we turn to analyzing these
density forecasts more directly.

5. Full Distribution Implications

A particularly interesting feature of the Economic Derivatives market
is that it yields not only a point estimate, but also a full probability
distribution across the range of plausible outcomes. Exploiting this, we
can expand our tests beyond section 3, which asked whether the mean
forecast is efficient, to also ask whether the prices of these options yield
efficient forecasts of the likelihood of an economic statistic falling in a
given range.
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Figure 6 provides an initial analysis, pooling data from all 2,235
digital call options (contracts that pay $1 if the announced economic
statistic is above the strike price) across our 153 auctions. We grouped
these options according to their prices, and for each group we show the
proportion of the time that the economic statistic actually is above the
strike price. These data yield a fairly close connection, and in no case do
we see an economically or statistically significant divergence between
prices and probabilities.

While the evidence in Figure 6 suggests that the Economic Derivatives
prices are unbiased, it does not speak to the efficiency of these estimates,
an issue we now turn to. Because density estimates are hard to come by
(see Diebold, Tay, and Wallis 1999 for an example), the forecast evalu-
ation literature has focused on evaluating point forecasts rather than
densities. An intermediate step between point and density estimate eval-
uation is interval forecast evaluation. An interval forecast is a confidence
interval such as "non-farm payrolls will be between 100,000 and 180,000
with 95 percent probability." Christoffersen (1998) shows that a correctly
conditionally calibrated interval forecast will provide a hit sequence (a
sequence of correct and incorrect predictions) that is independently and
identically Bernoulli distributed with the desired coverage probability. A

Auction Prices and Probabilities: Digital Calls
Aggregating data across all auctions into 20 call price bins

100%

80%-

60%-

• Point Estimates: Proportion of options that strike
S S i i 95% Confidence Interval (Binomial Dist.)

45-degree line: Unbiased

:s 4o%-

20%-

$0.00 $0.20 $0.40 $0.60
Call Price

(Price of an option paying $ 1 if economic statistic > strike price)

$1.00

Figure 6
Prices and probabilities - digital call options
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density forecast can be thought of as a collection of interval forecasts, and
Diebold, Gunther, and Tay (1998) show that the i.i.d. Bernoulli property
of individual interval forecasts translates into the i.i.d. uniform (0,1) dis-
tribution of the probability integral transform, zt, defined as

zt = I 7i(x)dx ~ Uniform(0,

where 7t(x) denotes the price of an option paying $1 if the realized eco-
nomic statistic takes on the value x, and yt is the actual realized value of
economic statistic. Thus zt can be thought of as the "realized quantile,"
and the implication that this should be uniformly distributed essentially
formalizes the argument that if the prediction density is correct, the "x"
percent probability event should be happening "x" percent of the time.
In the data we do not observe exact state-prices K{X), but rather digital
ranges, \b

aJt(x)dx; to estimate the realized quantile we simply assume
that TT(X) is uniformly distributed within each strike-price range.

In Figure 7 we calculate the realized quantile for each auction, pool
the estimates across different economic statistics, and plot the relevant

Histogram: Realized Quantiles
Dashed lines represent critical values of test that data ~Uniform(0,l)
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Realized Quantiles (or Probability Integral Transform): z=P(y)

Price of the cheapest digital put that paid $1

Figure 7
Histogram of realized quantiles
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histogram. A simple way to test for deviations from uniformity derives
from inverting the earlier logic: if the distribution is uniform, then the
probability that any given realization is in any given bin should follow
a Bernoulli distribution with the hit probability equal to the width of
the bin, and hence the number of realizations in each bin should follow
a binomial distribution. Thus in Figure 7 we show the relevant 95 per-
cent critical values under the assumption of i.i.d. uniformity.

Figure 7 shows that the distribution is generally close to uniform,
albeit with a peak around 0.5, which is suggestive of excess realizations
close to the median forecast. That said, this distribution is statistically
indistinguishable from a uniform distribution.15

The inference in this figure is partly shaped by the specific bin widths
chosen for the histogram. Figure 8 shows an alternative representation,
mapping both the entire cumulative distribution function of the prob-
ability integral transform and the uniform distribution. The figure also
shows the deviations from uniformity that would be required for a Kol-
mogorov-Smirnov test to reject a null that the realized quantiles are
drawn from a uniform distribution. As seen, this suggests that the data
are fairly close to an idealized uniform (0,1) distribution, and that these
data yield no statistically significant evidence falsifying this null.

CDF: Realized Quantiles

Cumulative Distribution of Realized Quantiles
CDF of Uniform Distribution
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Realized Quantile: z=Price(Outcome)

Figure 8
Cumulative distribution function of realized quantiles
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Delving deeper, Figure 9 plots the same transformed variable for
each data series separately.

Disaggregating the realized quantile by data series confirms that there
is little evidence of non-uniformity of these distributions although there
are some interesting hints of small miscalibrations in density forecasts.
In particular, the ISM CDF is too steep in the central section, suggest-
ing that too few realizations fall in the tails of the forecast distribution.
The non-farm payrolls probability integral transform series is also very
close to the upper critical value, suggesting too many realizations in the
left tail. Neither of these leads to a rejection of the uniform distribution
null hypothesis, however.

Figures 8 and 9 show that the economic derivatives based density
forecasts have correct coverage. Efficient density forecasts also require
independence of the probability integral transform variables over time.
We therefore now turn to examining the time series of the probability
integral transforms in Figure 10.

The time series plots do not suggest any clear time series correlation.
To be sure, we have run simple AR(3) models, and found no statistically
significant evidence of autocorrelation.

CDF: Realized Quantiles
Dashed lines show 95% Kolmogorov-Smirnov critical values under null z~U(0,l
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Figure 9
Cumulative distribution function of realized quantiles, by data release
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Figure 10
Time series of probability integral transforms

Finally we turn to a test that allows us to test jointly for both serial
independence and uniformity of the realized quantile, maximizing our
statistical power. Berkowitz (2001) notes that there exist more powerful
tests for deviations from normality than from uniformity, particularly
in small samples. He suggests analyzing a normally-distributed trans-
formation of the probability integral transform. Specifically, he advo-
cates analyzing:

nt =
yt n{x)dx

where O"1^) is the inverse of the standard normal distribution func-
tion. Thus, if zt is i.i.d.~U(0,l), then this implies that nt is i.i.d.~N(0,l).
We can thus test this null against a first-order autoregressive alternative
allowing the mean and variance to differ from (0,1) by estimating:

We estimate this regression by maximum likelihood. Berkowitz
shows the exact log-likelihood function for the univariate case; it is
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simple to adapt this to the case of an unbalanced panel as in the present
case:

obs. Lag

(=1

1

2

Observe Lag

+ 2

-log(2;r)-
1

2

/ 2 \

lncr
I 1-D2

j

2

2o-V d - p 2

2o-2

)

)2"

where the first term aggregates over observations where the lagged
dependent variable is not observed, and the second term aggregates
over all others.

Table 8 reports our estimation results. Estimating 3 parameters across
each of 4 data series we find only two coefficients that are individually
statistically distinguishable from the efficiency null. For each series we
perform a likelihood ratio test that jointly tests whether the estimated
models significantly deviate from the efficiency null. For none of our
series is there significant evidence that the realized quantiles violate the
i.i.d. uniform requirement. Finally, in order to maximize our statistical

Table 8
Testing for autocorrelation in the probability integral transform

Mean (//)

Variance (o2)

Autocorrelation (p)

LL(jXo2,p)

LL(0,l,0)

LR test

Sample size

Non-farm
payrolls

-0.46**
(.19)

1.05
(.26)

-0.11
(.17)

-18.20

-21.34

6.27
(p=0.10)

33

Business
confidence

) + e, where nt = <

0.03
(.15)

0.70
(.18)

0.23
(.26)

-12.59

-13.65

2.12
(p=0.55)

30

Retail trade
(ex autos)

0.04
(.17)

0.76
(.21)

-0.31
(.19)

-11.45

-12.82
2.73

(p=0.44)

26

Initial
claims

n(x)dx)

-0.04
(.15)

1.46*
(.26)

0.05
(.13)

-51.45

-54.19
5.48

(p=0.14)

64

Pooled
data

-0.10
(.09)

1.16
(.13)

0.001
(.09)

-100.42

-101.99
3.16

(p=0.37)

153

Notes: (Standard errors in parentheses)
***, **, and * denote statistically significant deviations from the null at 1 percent, 5 percent,
and 10 percent, respectively.
Forecast errors normalized by historical standard error of survey-based forecasts.
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power we pool the estimates across all four indicators, and once again
the test suggests that these density forecasts are efficient.

The evidence presented in this section shows that economic deriva-
tives option prices are accurate and efficient predictors of the densities
of underlying events. This finding is surprising in the sense that asset
prices usually embed a risk premium due to risk aversion and for this
reason tend to be systematically biased—a bias that does not seem to be
present in this market. The implications of risk and risk aversion in the
pricing of economic derivatives are the subjects of the next section.

6. The Role of Risk

Thus far we have interpreted the prices of digital options as density
forecasts—an approach that would be warranted if investors were risk-
neutral. Yet options and option markets exist precisely because there is
risk, and it seems plausible that agents willingly pay a risk premium
for the hedge offered by macroeconomic derivatives. We now turn to
assessing the magnitude of this risk premium. To preview, we find that
for an investor who holds the S&P 500 portfolio the aggregate risks
that are hedged in these markets are sufficiently small that for stan-
dard assumptions about risk aversion the premium should be close to
zero. Further, we show that option prices are typically quite close to
the empirical distribution of outcomes. We then explore the corollary
of these results, investigating what the pricing of these options implies
about risk aversion.

Using option prices to make inference about risk and risk aversion
is not a new idea, but is seldom attempted in the literature due to the
complications arising from properties of standard options—complica-
tions that are not present in the economic derivatives market. In impor-
tant papers, Jackwerth (2000) and Ait-Sahalia and Lo (2000) analyzed
options on the S&P 500 to derive measures of risk aversion. Using eco-
nomic derivatives to measure perceived risk and risk attitudes is far
easier for several reasons. First of all, the options in these markets pro-
vide direct readings of state-prices; these do not have to be constructed
from portfolios of vanilla options. More importantly, since the options
expire within the same day of the auction, time discounting is not an
issue and the discount factor can be set to zero. Similarly none of the
concerns arising from the presence of dividends are present here.

To illustrate the relationship between risk aversion and the pricing
of economic derivatives, we start by considering a representative
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investor who is subject to some risk that with probability p will change
her wealth to J3 percent of its current value, w. The investor can buy or
sell economic derivatives to protect herself against this shock. We con-
sider the purchase of a derivative that pays $1 per option purchased if
the event occurs. Thus, the investor chooses how many derivatives to
purchase (x) at a price n to maximize her expected utility:

Max EU(w) = pU(pw + (l-K)X) + (1 -p)U(w-nx) .

The first-order condition yields an optimal quantity of options, x*:

U'{w-nx*) pO--x)
That is, the investor purchases options until the marginal rate of sub-

stituting an additional dollar between each state is equated with the
ratio of the marginal cost of transferring a dollar between states.

Because these economic derivatives are in zero net supply, in a rep-
resentative agent model equilibrium requires that x* = 0, yielding the
equilibrium price:

n =

This expression yields some very simple intuitions. If j5 is unity then
the probability and the state price are the same regardless of the degree
of risk aversion. Indeed, such an option would be redundant because
there is no risk to be hedged. Alternatively if agents are risk-neutral
(U'(w) = U'(/3w)), then again the option price represents the probability
that the event will occur. If investors are risk averse and the option pays
off following a negative shock to wealth {j5 < 1) then the state price is
higher than the true probability. If the option pays off following a posi-
tive wealth shock (ft > 1) then the risk-averse investors will price it at
a value lower than its probability. Alternatively phrased, risk aversion
leads the state-price distribution to shift to the left of the probability
distribution, and this shift is larger the smaller the ratio U/(w)/U/(fiw);
that is, distribution shifts further left for more risk-averse investors,
and for larger adverse shocks.

Extending this logic to the case where the investor is subject to many
possible shocks, and where there are markets available for her to hedge
each risk is somewhat cumbersome, but yields only a minor modifica-
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tion. Specifically, the investor may face a variety of shocks where each
specific shock, indexed by i, changes wealth to /?. percent of baseline
and occurs with probability p.. Investors hedge these risks so as to max-
imize expected utility by purchasing xi options at price nv and each
such option pays $1 if the specified shock occurs. We refer to m as a
state-price, and the distribution as the state-price distribution. The rep-
resentative consumer's problem is:

Mix

We combine the first-order condition with the pari-mutuel mecha-
nism constraint that total premiums paid should cover total payoffs in
all states of the world (Vi: x. = ETTX), to derive the following fairly intui-
tive expression for the risk premium:

Pi

In Figure 11 we use this equilibrium relationship to assess the rela-
tionship between state prices and probabilities at different levels of
risk aversion. Specifically, to make this exercise relevant to assessing
the pricing of economic derivatives, we solve for the entire state-price
distribution when the investor risks being hit by wealth shocks that are
drawn from a normal distribution. In this example a one-standard devi-
ation negative shock causes wealth to decline by 1 percent (That is, fi =
1 + O.Olz where z~N(0,l)). We calculate option prices for the log-utility
case (y= 1), a substantially more risk averse case (y= 5) at the upper end
of values usually assumed to be plausible by macroeconomists, and for
a level of risk aversion typically thought implausible, but required to
generate the observed equity premium (/= 20).

As can be seen fairly clearly, for standard levels of risk aversion,
the price distribution closely resembles the risk-neutral distribution.
Increasing risk-aversion shifts the distribution to the left and the higher
the risk aversion the more the state-price and data generating distribu-
tions are different.

More generally, our option pricing formula allows us to utilize data
on two objects of the utility function, the distribution of shocks and the
state prices, to make inferences about the third, the risk premium. In
order to assess the likely magnitude of the risk premium, we begin by
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Risk aversion and state-price distributions

analyzing the divergence between the state-price distribution and the
shock distribution that would be implied by specific utility functions
and the economic shocks we see in our data. This requires us first to
map the relationship between economic shocks and changes in wealth,
then to map the empirical distribution of such economic shocks, before
plugging these data into the above equation to back out the risk pre-
mium suggested by the theory.

Our analysis in section 3 (and specifically Figure 2) shows that the
economic statistics have important effects on equity and bond markets.
Backing out the implications of these shocks for wealth requires us to be
more precise about a specific model of the economy. We assume com-
plete markets, which imply the existence of a representative investor
(Constantinides 1982). Following Jackwerth (2000) and Ait-Sahalia and
Lo (2000) we assume that movements in the S&P 500 are representative
of shocks to the entire stock of wealth. While one might be concerned
that news about the economy affects different sectors differently, these
are diversifiable risks, and so with complete markets should not affect
wealth. Thus to recover the shock to wealth that macroeconomic deriv-
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atives allow one to hedge, we analyze the stock-market response to eco-
nomic shocks in Table 9. That is, we run:

AS&P 5001 =a+p*(Actual, -Forecastfconomic Derws) .

As before, we examine changes in the 30-minute window around the
announcement, and we scale the forecast error by the historical stan-
dard deviation of forecast errors for that series.

As expected, we find that positive shocks to non-farm payrolls, busi-
ness confidence and retail trade are positive shocks to wealth, while
higher initial claims is a negative shock. Comparing columns, it is clear
that the non-farm payrolls surprise is easily the most important shock.
The coefficient is also directly interpretable: a one standard deviation
shock to non-farm payrolls raises wealth by 0.37 percent and the 95 per-
cent confidence interval extends from +0.17 percent to +0.54 percent.
These magnitudes are all much smaller than those used to construct
Figure 11, suggesting that the relationship between prices and prob-
abilities is even closer than that figure suggested. More to the point,
these coefficient estimates correspond to /3- 1 in the simple model pre-
sented above, allowing us to calculate the risk premium directly.

Rather than make specific parametric assumptions, we simply
observe the distribution of different sized economic shocks in our data,
and use a kernel density smoother to recover the shock distribution,
using the estimates in Table 9 to rescale forecast errors into the corre-
sponding wealth shocks. In this framework the frequency of specific
shocks, their effects on wealth, and assumptions about risk aversion are
sufficient to yield an estimate of the expected risk premium embedded

Table 9
Effects of economic news on the S&P 500

Dependent variable:
%AS&P 500

Actual t - £OrecastEmnomicDerivs
t

(Normalized by historical SD)

Adjusted R2

n

Non-farm
payrolls

+0.37%***
(.10)

0.31

33

ISM

+0.11%
(.11)

0.005

30

Retail sales
(ex autos)

+0.04%
(.06)

-0.03

26

Initial
claims

-0.01%
(.02)

-0.006

64

Notes: Forecast errors normalized by historical standard error of survey-based forecasts.
(Standard errors in parentheses)

***, **, and * denote statistically significant at 1 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent, respec-
tively.
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in any particular strike price. Consequently in Figure 12 we show the
state price distribution that the theory implies, based on the empirical
shock distribution and assumptions about risk aversion. The risk-pre-
mium is simply the difference between the state price distribution, and
the risk-neutral or empirical shock distribution.

Clearly for most plausible utility functions the risk premium is
extremely small. Indeed, for log utility the risk premium is less than
1 percent of the price even for very extreme outcomes. Even with rates
of constant relative risk aversion as high as five, the risk premium is
still essentially ignorable; the only real exception to this is the non-farm
payrolls release, which constitutes a much larger shock to wealth. In
that instance, the price of an option with a strike price two standard
deviations from the mean may be inflated by around 4 percent (and
hence a call option would be priced at $0,026 instead of $0,025). If the
relevant relative risk aversion parameter is as high as 20, then the data
suggest that option prices might be somewhat more biased.

Of course, for many applications, the mean forecast implicit in the state
price distribution is the object of interest. Thus in Table 10 we compute
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O
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Effects of risk on the state price distribution
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Table 10
Measures of central tendency of the probability and state-price distribution

Non-farm Retail sales Initial
payrolls ISM (ex autos) claims

Panel A: Risk Premium:
Mean of probability distribution less mean of state-price distribution

Risk-neutral (y=0)
Log utility (j^l)

Risk-averse (y=5)

Extremely risk averse (̂ ==20)

0

-0.32

-1.60

-6.40

0

-0.001

-0.005

-0.021

Panel B: Risk Premium

0

-0.0002

-0.0009

-0.0034

0

0.002

0.008

0.033

Measured relative to historical standard deviation of forecast error

Risk-neutral (pO)

Log utility (y=l)

Risk-averse {y=S)

Extremely risk averse (5̂ =20)

0

-0.0028

-0.0137

-0.0553

0

-0.0005

-0.0028

-0.0107

0

-0.0005

-0.0023

-0.0094

0

0.0001

0.0004

0.0018

Notes: In panel A, the units are thousands of non-farm payroll jobs, points on the ISM
index, percentage growth in retail sales, and thousands of initial claims. Panel B measure-
ments are relative to a one standard deviation shock.

the difference between the mean of the state price distribution and the
mean of the underlying probability distribution for different values of
assumed risk aversion. Again these numbers are based on the empirical
distribution of shocks, although assuming normally distributed shocks
yields similar magnitudes. Our aim is simply to provide a rule-of-thumb
adjustment for calculating the mean of the probability distribution from
the widely reported mean of the auction price distribution.

Panel A shows that, under risk aversion, the mean of the state price
distribution will under-estimate the mean of the risk-neutral ("true")
distribution for the three pro-cyclical series, but will lead to a minor
overstatement of initial claims, which is countercyclical. The adjust-
ments in Panel A are in the same underlying units as the statistics are
reported in, and hence suggests, for instance, that if the relative risk
aversion of investors is five, then the mean of the state price distribu-
tion understates the mean forecast by about 1600 jobs. Panel B presents
these same results in a metric that better shows that these magnitudes
are small, scaling the risk-premium adjustment by the standard error of
the forecast. In each case the bias from simply assuming risk-neutrality
is less than one-tenth of a standard error, and in most cases, it is orders
of magnitude smaller.
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While Table 10 suggests that risk should lead the market-based fore-
cast to be only slightly lower than the risk-neutral forecast, we can take
advantage of the time series movement in uncertainty to test this.16 In
Figure 13 we show forecast errors and uncertainty for each data series.
In no case is the regression line statistically significant, suggesting that
the data do not falsify the implications in Table 10 that the slope should
be approximately zero. Notice that this exercise is slightly different
from the one in Table 10 as here we look at the consequences of time-
variance in the amount of risk, while in Table 10 the amount of risk is
implicitly taken as invariant but the price of risk changes.

In sum, Figure 12 and Table 10 imply that under standard assump-
tions about risk, the state price distribution is a reasonable approxima-
tion to the true underlying probability distribution, and this conclusion
holds even when we make fairly extreme assumptions about risk aver-
sion. Indeed, Figure 13 and our analysis of the probability integral
transform in the previous section confirmed precisely this point and in
most cases market prices provided quite successful estimates of empiri-
cal realizations.

Uncertainty and Risk Premia
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Figure 14 makes this point in an alternative manner, pooling the data
across all auctions within each data series to map both the empirical
shock distribution and the average state price distribution. The two
appear remarkably close given the limited number of observations
identifying the distribution of outcomes.

Our option-pricing formula also suggests that we can compare option
prices and observed outcomes to back out an estimate of risk aversion.
Indeed, under the assumption of constant relative risk aversion of y,
our option pricing formula directly yields a log-likelihood function:

Strikes^

where auctions are indexed by a and digital options within each auc-
tion are further indexed by s, the asterisk indexes the winning digital
option, and thus ri and /r a come from the data, while estimates of the
wealth impacts of shocks, /?. are taken from Table 8, and /T is the relative
wealth position given the observed shock.

We pooled all of our data to estimate the coefficient of relative risk
aversion (f), but these data do not yield much power: the 95 percent
confidence interval around our estimate of /extends from -182 to +27,
with a central estimate that suggests risk-loving behavior. This is read-
ily apparent in Figure 13, which shows that the state price distribution
is to the right of the outcome distribution for non-farm payrolls, and to
the left of the outcome distribution for the counter-cyclical initial claims
data. (As Figure 12 shows, risk aversion would suggest the opposite
pattern.)

However, rather than highlight our point estimate, we regard its
enormous imprecision as arguably more interesting.17 This impreci-
sion derives from the fact that under our complete market assumptions
the economic risks that can be hedged in this market are sufficiently
small that alternative views about risk aversion do not affect all that
much how one would price options tied to these risks. From an esti-
mation standpoint this implies small amounts of noise in the option
prices potentially yield very different implications for point estimates
of implied risk aversion. Again, Figure 12 is instructive: essentially our
estimates suggest that the data cannot distinguish between any of the
state price distributions drawn on that figure, and given how close they
are, this is not particularly surprising.
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State Price Distribution and the Outcome Distribution
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Figure 14
State price distribution and the distribution of outcomes

Thus while this market does not yield particularly useful estimates
of risk aversion, the flipside is that this is driven by the fact that option
prices are relatively insensitive to assumptions about risk aversion.
From a practical perspective this is good news: the option prices that
we observe in this market are a reasonable approximation to the risk-
neutral distribution.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we provided a first analysis of the option prices from the
new economic derivatives market. Economic derivatives (which have
an interesting, pari-mutuel, market clearing mechanism) are novel
because these binary options are written on economic data releases
and state-prices of different strikes provide information not only about
markets' central belief but also about implied probabilities of outcomes
away from the mean. This information is not available from surveys.

We dwelled on several aspects of the economic derivatives, start-
ing with their predictive performance. These options appear to yield
efficient density forecasts, a rarity. Knowing that event probabilities are
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correctly priced in this market makes inference using the dispersion
statistics convincing. In particular, this justifies using the option-based
standard deviation to measure uncertainty about a data release. Com-
paring uncertainty with disagreement, the standard deviation of survey
responses, showed that these two measures of dispersion do not have a
high degree of correlation. It may not be advisable to use disagreement
as a proxy for uncertainty.

The density forecast efficiency tests, when applied to market-based
measures, are joint tests of efficient pricing and absence of risk pre-
mia. Our finding that economic derivatives based densities are efficient
therefore indicate that risk premia in this market are unlikely to be siz-
able. We exploited the institutional structure of economic derivatives
to study risk and risk aversion. This is quite straightforward when
options from this market are used, compared to using S&P 500 options,
which require taking into account time discounting and dividends. We
believe economic derivatives are promising instruments for economists
who would like to use asset prices to learn about agents' beliefs and
preferences.

We should emphasize that we view this paper as an initial explora-
tion. We showed that economic derivatives correctly capture subjective
beliefs and provided some applications of this information. Having
these subjective probabilities will facilitate future research to study
how expectations are formed and how they relate to actions, as well as
to analyze agents' responses to occurrence of events of different prior
subjective probabilities.
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Notes

1. Beyond these markets, the Chicago Board of Trade is offering federal funds rate
futures and options and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange has a thinly traded CPI futures
contract. Online markets such as Hedgestreet and Tradesports also offer an array of eco-
nomic derivatives to retail investors.

2. Currently every order must go through Goldman Sachs, Deutsche Bank, or ICAP (an
interdealer broker). As of the writing of this paper (September 2005) an agreement was in
place to involve the CME in the auction process.

3. The transaction cost—the fee paid to Goldman Sachs and Deutsche Bank—is 1 percent
of the notional amount (one cent per digital option) capped at 10 percent of the price of
the option.

4. The auction clearing pari-mutuel algorithm, called "Parimutuel Derivative Call Auc-
tion technology" is patented by Longitude Inc., who also license their product to create
markets in mortgage prepayment speeds and natural gas and crude oil inventories (see
Baron and Lange, 2003, for more on this algorithm).

5. Auctions of initial claims options are not held for the releases that immediately pre-
cede the employment report. Our data set consists of 33 non-farm payrolls auctions, 30
business confidence auctions, 26 retail trade auctions, and 64 initial claims auctions.

6. Some auctions on European inflation take place two months prior to the data release.

7. When more than one auction was held for a single data release, we analyze data from
the latest auction.

8. MMS was acquired by Informa in 2003 and no longer exists; Action Economics is now
providing the same survey service. We use the MMS numbers for most of our sample
and the Action Economics survey for the more recent period. Bloomberg survey numbers
were used to fill some gaps. Despite using more than one source, we call our survey num-
bers "the MMS survey" as most of our data is from this source. The MMS survey sample
consists mainly of professional economists working in financial markets, and many of the
firms surveyed are probably also participants in the economic derivatives market.

9. More specifically, throughout the paper we treat the distribution as discrete, assum-
ing that all probability mass occurs at the midpoint of the relevant bin. For the tails we
impute an upper- and lower-bound so that the midpoint would be equal to the mean of
that bin if the pdf were normal. Our results are invariant to different treatments of tail
probabilities.

10. In order to maintain a non-overlapping sample, we calculated the standard deviation
of the survey-based forecast errors for samples ending in October 2002. The "historical"
sample begins in January 1990 for non-farm payrolls and retail sales, in July 1991 for ISM,
and in July 1997 for initial claims. The historical standard errors of these forecasts are
115,600 non-farm payroll jobs, 18,500 initial unemployment claims, 0.37 percent growth
in retail sales and 1.99 points of the ISM index.

11. The intraday data we use help us isolate the market reaction to the data release in
question with minimum noise. The yields we use are yields of on-the-run Treasury secu-
rities. The stock price changes are from S&P futures contracts as the stock market is not
open at 8.30 a.m. (EST), when the three of the four macroeconomic data series we are
interested in are released (ISM is a 10.00 a.m. release). In taking the market snapshots, if
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there is no trade in a given security five minutes before the event, we search back in time
until we find a trade or a settlement price. If there is no trade exactly 25 minutes after the
event we again search back in time, until the data release moment. If there are no trades
in this 25 minute interval we mark a zero change, assuming that if there was a surprise
in the data release that changed the shadow price of a security there would have been a
trade over this time period. We do not search for a trade forward in time so as to ensure
that the price change we observe is not due to another event that took place later in the
same day. The data set is described in detail in Giirkaynak, Sack, and Swanson (2005).

12. Note that while a strong data release for an important statistic should unambigu-
ously push yields up, the effect on stock prices is not as clear. The news that the state
of the business cycle is better than expected will lift the S&P index, but the associated
increase in interest rates has a dampening effect on equities.

13. Panel D controls for the slope of the yield curve (measured as the difference between
the ten year and 3-month yields), and the change in the S&P 500 over the preceding
ten trading days as regressors.

14. While Table 6 provides useful descriptive detail, it is silent on the issue of driving
forces. There are potentially three important influences that may be driving variation
in uncertainty about a particular economic statistic: fundamental uncertainty about the
true underlying state of the economy, data-driven uncertainty whereby other data series
have not spoken clearly about the state of the economy, and uncertainty about the extent
of possible measurement error in the underlying economic statistic. Financial market
responses to economic news can potentially help sort out which driving forces are impor-
tant as economic news has its largest impact on beliefs (and hence on financial markets)
when there is greater uncertainty about the true state of the economy By contrast, traders
will be more likely to discount the same sized shock if their uncertainty reflects concerns
about measurement. Our statistical tests for these produced very imprecise estimates that
we do not report, but we note this potential use of economic derivates based informa-
tion.

15. Note that the critical values are appropriate for each bin separately, but they are inap-
propriate for jointly testing that the heights of all bins are drawn from a binomial distri-
bution.

16. We thank Jeffrey Frankel for suggesting this test to us.

17. Note that when estimating implied risk aversion in this fashion, we treated the /} as
known. The confidence interval would have been even wider had we accounted for the
variance imparted by having the fts estimated.
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